EVENING MBA PROGRAM STUDENTS

STEVEN GOMEZ
USC
Electrical Engineering
Intel Corporation
Staff Marketing Engineer

PATRICIA C.S. GRACA
Inst Superior de Ciencias, Lisbon
Business Management
Hewlett-Packard
Internet Reseller Manager

MARK D. GINNEY
Pomona College
Economics
Watson Wyatt Investment Consulting
Consultant

SUNJAY S. GULERIA
NYU
Marketing
Liquid Audio
Product Manager

SUJAI HAJELA
Bangalore University
Computer Science & Engineering
Hewlett-Packard
Program Manager

SAJID H. HAKIM
UCB
Mechanical Engineering
UC Berkeley - Lawrence Berkeley Lab
Sr Research Associate

JEAN W. HAM
UCB
Economics
UC Berkeley Treasurer's Office
Sr Finance Officer

JONATHAN M. HAMBIDGE
UCB
Economics/Rhetoric
Northpoint Communications
Dr. Market Management

ANDY HAN
Univ of Washington
Mechanical Engineering
Applied Materials, Inc.
Tactical Marketing Specialist

SRIKANTH HARI
Syracuse University
Computer Science
Genentech, Inc.
Programmer/Analyst

WILLIAM D. HARRIMAN
UCSF
Immunology
Roche Diagnostics
R&D Scientist

NORM H. HAUS
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
Industrial Engineering
Aspen Technology
Supply Chain Consultant

ANGELA C. HEISTEN
Univ of Missouri, Columbia
Industrial Engineering
Genentech, Inc.
Associate, Market Planning

GUNAWAN HERRI
UCB
Computer Science
Commerce One
Technical Lead

CHARLIE W. HOHENSHELT
Univ of Texas, Austin
Electrical Engineering
Complete Business Solutions, Inc.
Manager

GREGORY W. HOLCOMBE
Duke University
Economics
Computer Science
Newton Partners, Inc.
Consultant
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SHIZUMA YOKOZAWA
Univ of Cambridge, UK
Computer Science
Fawlton Capital Management L.L.C.
Accountant

LARRY ZHANG
Penn State
Materials Science/Engry
Fujitsu
Member of Technical Staff

AUDREY ZHAO
Stanford University
Statistics
Pittigilo Rabin-Todd & McGath
Sr Analyst

JOE H. ZHAO
UCB
Electrical Engyr/Computer Science
Cisco Systems
Software Engineer